EUIPO – EU International IP Cooperation Newsletter

This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.
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IP Key Projects

IPKey South-East Asia

Upcoming activities

28 March: Exchange of Good Practices on Limiting Advertising on IP-Infringing Websites and Mobile Applications

29 – 30 March: Exchange of Good Practices to Fight the Sale of Counterfeits Online and Offline

IPKey Latin America

Past activities

IP Key LA presents its 2023 Annual Work Plan

What Are IP Key Labs?

Brazil adheres to the Hague System

Upcoming activities

28 – 29 Mar: Act 2, Workshop on patents examination: Medical Patents
Other International IP Cooperation Projects

**EUGIPP**

Past activities
- Creativity and IP in Georgian schools closing event

Upcoming activities
- 15 – 17 March: Training on absolute grounds
- 20 – 21 March: Training on relative grounds
- 22 – 24 March: Study visit to Spanish Patent and Trade Mark Office and to GI producers
- 29 – 31 March: Training on designs

**CARIPI**

Past activities
- Online training on TM opposition proceedings
- IP in Schools project: meetings with teachers from Antigua and Barbuda
- Webinar on formal requirements for TM applications - in collaboration with INTA

Upcoming activities
- 7 – 9 March: Online training on IP business strategy: packaging, branding, and distribution
- 21 March: Online training for IPOs on design examination: concepts of novelty and individual character
- 29 – 30 March: IP mediation workshop (online)

**AL-INVEST VERDE IPR**

Past activities
- New learning section on the AL-INVEST Verde IPR website

Upcoming activities
- June: Seminar on the governance of geographical indications for artisan products in Brazil
- 20 – 21 June: Judges and prosecutors’ seminar on IP infringements and Launch of the AL-INVEST Verde IPR Protection Network
- July: Study visit INPI Brazil and hybrid seminar

**ARISE+ IPR**

Upcoming activities
- 1-2 March: The 4th ASEAN Trade Mark and Design Convergence Meetings
- 15 March: Conference on Regional Intellectual Property Systems
AfriPI

Past activities

AfriPI at the first EU-Kenya Business Forum
Technical workshop for North African countries and Türkiye
AfriPI participates in the first EU-Niger Business Forum
AfriPI supports the implementation of a continental GI strategy

Upcoming activities

16 March
Communications training on the ARIPO Regional Intellectual Property Rights System

15 March
Technical support for the development of the legal framework for GIs in ARIPO Member States

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest
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